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This note is to report the existence of a simple perfect dissection of a square into 21 unequal squares.

The dissection was found in the night of March 22, 1978 with the aid of the DEC-10 computer of the Technological University Twente, The Netherlands. Since no simple perfect squared squares were found of orders less

FIG. 1. Simple perfect squared square of order 21.
than 21, it is a simple perfect squared square of lowest order. Also, it is the only simple perfect squared square of order 21.

So far, the lowest order simple perfect squares known, are of order 25, the first one of which, due to Wilson, was published in [1].

In total 5 simple perfect squarings of order 25 were published in Wilson’s thesis [2]. Later another 3 simple perfect squarings of order 25 were obtained by Federico [3].

The lowest order compound perfect square is still the single 24 order perfect square found by Willcocks [4] in 1948.

In my thesis [5] the investigation of all 3-connected graphs of orders up to and including 20 was reported. No perfect squarings were found at that time. The Bouwkampcode [6] of the present squaring reads as follows

![Polar net from which the dissection can be obtained by calculating the current flow; $\circ = \text{pole of the net.}$.](image-url)
The dissection was obtained from a 3-connected planar graph of order 22 with complexity 75264. The reduction factor is 336. The reduced side of the square is 112.

Figure 1 shows the simple perfect dissection of order 21. The figures 2 and 3 show the polar nets (originating from an appropriate 3-connected planar graph or its dual) from which the dissection can be obtained by calculating the current flow in the polar net using Kirchhoff's laws.
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